We examine quantum corrections of time delay arising in the gravitational field of a spinning oblate source. Low-energy quantum effects occurring in Kerr geometry are derived within a framework where general relativity is fully seen as an effective field theory. By employing such a pattern, gravitational radiative modifications of Kerr metric are derived from the energy-momentum tensor of the source, which at lowest order in the fields is modelled as a point mass. Therefore, in order to describe a quantum corrected version of time delay in the case in which the source body has a finite extension, we introduce a hybrid scheme where quantum fluctuations affect only the monopole term occurring in the multipole expansion of the Newtonian potential. The predicted quantum deviation from the corresponding classical value turns out to be too small to be detected in the next future, showing that new models should be examined in order to test low-energy quantum gravity within the solar system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of timelike and null geodesics evolving in Schwarzschild geometry leads to four important predictions of general relativity within the solar system which represented, in the last century, those crucial challenges that Einstein theory had to overcome before being thoroughly accepted, i.e., the gravitational redshift, the precession of planetary orbits, the bending of light, and the time delay of radar signals. The latter is known also as Shapiro time delay effect (or gravitational time delay effect) and was proposed in 1964 [1] . Upon assuming a static and spherically symmetric body, its exterior gravitational field can be described by the Schwarzschild metric [2] , and this makes it possible to measure the increase in time delay between the transmission of an electromagnetic signal towards either of the inner planets and the detection of the echoes. Such a phenomenon is mainly due to the well know relativistic result according to which the speed of light depends on the strength of the gravitational field encountered along its path, whereas the contribution arising from the deflection of its trajectory is negligible, being of order O(G 2 M 2 /c 6 ) (see Eq. (1.4)). Bearing in mind the above considerations, we can consider a quasi-Cartesian coordinate system at the post-Newtonian level with origin in the central (deflecting and) delaying body and suppose that the propagation occurs in the z = 0 plane (coincident with the plane of ecliptic) so that the squared line element can be written as M being the mass of the central body, G the Newtonian gravitational constant and r the Euclidean distance in the reference plane. Moreover, by considering the propagation of an electromagnetic wave (i.e., a null geodesic) Eq. (1.1) can be solved for the time element dt, so that if we further employ the standard post-Newtonian approximation (see [3] and also [4, 5] and the references therein) where the beam travels along the straight path x = b = const., the emitter is located at (x = b; y = −y 1 ), the receiver at (x = b; y = y 2 ) (with y 1 , y 2 > 0, b ≪ y 1 , b ≪ y 2 , and y 1 ≃ y 2 ), then the time propagation measured by a central-body-based clock reads as ∆t prop = y 2 + y 1 c + 4GM c 3 log
The first term in Eq. (1.4) accounts for the time propagation in a flat spacetime, the second term represents the Shapiro time delay and the second order terms O(G 2 M 2 /c 6 ) indicate corrections involving the deflection of light path. A more realistic model can be built up by considering a rotating body whose gravitational field is described in terms of Kerr metric [6] . In this case further contributions to (1.4) emerge due to spin and quadrupole moment of the body (see Eq. (2.15)). Moreover, for this geometry Einstein theory predicts the occurrence of other peculiar phenomena involving test particles, gyroscopes, photons and clocks [7] . Indeed, a particle co-rotating with the spinning object has an orbital period longer than the one of a particle counter-rotating at the same distance from the central body. Furthermore, the orbital plane of a mass orbiting around the twisting source is dragged around in the sense singled out by its rotation. Therefore, small gyroscopes determining the orientation of axes of a local freely falling frame are forced to rotate with respect to the direction identified by distant stars. Such a phenomenon was named by Einstein himself as "(inertial) frame dragging" and it is also known as Lense-Thirring effect [8] . When we deal with situations affecting photons and clocks, another interesting effect is represented by the fact that a photon co-rotating with the central mass takes less time to return to a fixed point than a photon counter-rotating: all around a closed path encompassing the spinning body the synchronization of clocks is unachievable.
Although Shapiro time delay could sound as an aged effect, it can still represent a crucial relativistic phenomenon for fundamental physics experiments at the scale of the inner solar system thanks to the ideas developed in Refs. [4, 5] , where an interesting proposal, nicknamed "LAGRANGE", has been set forth. By exploiting the fact that Lagrangian points of the Sun-Earth system (see Fig. 1 ) form a configuration rigidly rotating with the primaries [9, 10, 12] , it is possible to conceive an experimental pattern where four spacecraft, located in L 1 , L 2 , L 4 , and L 5 , reciprocally exchange electromagnetic signals. The aim of "LAGRANGE" consists in exploiting the time of flight measurements of beams travelling along various paths having Lagrangian points as their vertices in order to gain valuable informations about the gravitational and the gravitomagnetic field of the bodies labelled as "Mass 1" and "Mass 2" in Fig. 1 . In particular, by employing an open path approaching either of the bodies it is possible to measure their quadrupole moment; on the other hand, if a closed contour is adopted the Lense-Thirring effect, considered as a manifestation of gravitomagnetism, can be tested as well [4, 5] . Moreover, such patterns represent a significant opportunity to constrain the post-Newtonian parameter γ, espressing the curvature per unit of mass.
Beside the renewed interest in the classical aspects of general relativity mentioned above, in recent literature a valuable theoretical framework has been proposed in order to deal also with the quantum nature of Einstein theory, at least at low-energy scales like those emerging in our solar system [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The key feature underlying this pattern consists in considering general relativity as an effective field theory. The origin of this model arises from the fact that even in a strictly nonrenormalizable field theory quantum predictions can still be worked out, provided we adopt an effective theory approach. A valuable example of this situation is surely represented by chiral perturbation theory in the context of quantum chromodynamics [16] . Therefore, by adopting this procedure together with the background field quantization it is possible to pursue a consistent quantization program of general relativity, since the troublesome ultraviolet singularities occurring in the traditional renormalization scheme can be absorbed into the phenomenological FIG. 1: Schematic view of Lagrangian points in the restricted three-body system. The masses depicted are refereed to as primaries (in this paper the Sun and the Earth); the points L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 are also called collinear libration points, while L 4 and L 5 , which according to Newtonian theory are expected to be located at the same distance from the primaries, are known as triangular or non-collinear points.
constants characterizing the effective action of the theory (see Eq. (1.6)). This amounts to introduce a never ending set of additional higher derivative couplings into the model in such a way that Einstein theory represents now only a minimal theory, i.e., the one marking out the low-energy quantum effects. In fact, in order to treat general relativity as an effective field theory the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian (here considered without cosmological term) 5) where g = det(g µν ) and R = g µν R µν is the Ricci scalar, should be equipped with all possible higher derivative terms which turn out to be, at the same time, compatible with general covariance requirement and suitable for absorbing any field singularities generated by loop diagrams. Recalling the fact that one-loop singularities occurring in vacuum Einstein theory involve the square of both Ricci scalar and Ricci tensor [17] , this means that the effective action for pure general relativity should read as 6) where c 1 and c 2 are seen as experimentally determined quantities and ellipsis denote higher order couplings, indicating that Eq. (1.6) represents an infinite energy power series. As pointed out before, the low-energy regime of quantum gravity is completely ruled by the Einstein-Hilbert sector of (1.6). In fact, bearing in mind that the curvature involves second order derivatives of the metric, the momentum space correspondence i∂ µ ∼ p µ makes R and R µν of order p 2 , while second order terms in the Lagrangian (1.6) involving two powers of the curvature are of order p 4 . Therefore, at long distances, quantities of order p 4 can be extremely smaller than those of order p 2 or, in other words, all contributions to (1.6) beyond the Einstein-Hilbert part have little effect at low-energy scales. In this regime the massless degrees of freedom, being long ranged, dominate over massive ones. Since the former are characterized, in Fourier space, by a propagator going like 1/q 2 and hence not Taylor-expandible around q 2 ≃ 0, whereas the latter by a propagator having the form 1/(q 2 − m 2 ) which clearly results in an analytical quantity around q 2 ≃ 0, then it easily turns out that analytic contributions to loop diagrams originate from propagation of massive particles in Feynman diagrams, while nonanalytic ones from massless modes. Therefore, within such an approach the calculations are performed by considering only the nonanalytic contributions to Feynman diagrams. In other words, we have integrated the massive degrees of freedom out of the theory by performing the path integral with respect to these fields. At tree-level, this amounts to replace the massive fields by their classical equations of motion and to introduce for the propagator the expansion we mentioned before. Such an expansion results in a power series
which clearly breaks down at energy scales q 2 ≃ m 2 , making the effective theory be naturally equipped with an ultraviolet cut-off scale.
By employing this framework, it is possible to evaluate quantum corrections to Newtonian potential [20, 21] and all their implications in the analysis of the three-body problem [10, 12, 14, 15] or quantum corrections to exact solutions of Einstein field equations, such as Schwarzschild and Kerr metric [22] or Reissner-Nordström and Kerr-Newman ones [23] . In particular, some of us have developed in Refs. [10, 12, 14, 15] a model concerning the quantum description of the position of Lagrangian points in the restricted three-body problem having the Earth and the Moon as primaries and have shown how the deviations from Newtonian regime involve quantities of the order of few millimetres. Driven by such a result, it would be interesting to evaluate a quantum corrected version of Shapiro time delay by exploiting quantum corrections to Kerr metric reported in Ref. [22] . This calculation represents the main purpose of this article.
Before proceeding with the main topics of the paper we believe that, although the abovementioned arguments regarding the momentum-space correspondence of the terms occurring in Eq. (1.6) are pragmatic (momentum-space methods fulfil a crucial role in the analysis of ultraviolet divergences in quantum field theory in Minkowski space), they deserve a short digression. Indeed, it is widely known that when dealing with a general curved spacetime the homogeneity required for the existence of a global momentum-space representation is missing. Therefore, we should abandon such useful framework unless the considered geometry is sufficiently homogeneous or it can be treated as a small perturbation of a homogeneous spacetime. However, the joint effect of the smallness of length scales involved in the analysis of ultraviolet divergences of an interacting model and the equivalence principle underlying Einstein theory (emphasizing the possibility of eliminating locally every observable effect of the gravitational field, i.e., curved spacetimes are approximately flat in sufficiently small regions) is such that Minkowski space techniques could be applied locally in any curved spacetime. Driven by this clever idea, in Ref. [18] a local momentum-space representation has been introduced near any given point of a general curved spacetime by exploiting the features of Gaussian normal coordinates, which are defined as follows [3] . Consider two events O (regarded as the origin) and P of a generic spacetime linked by a geodesic. The event P is specified by the normal coordinates y µ = sξ µ , ξ µ being the unit tangent vector at the origin to the geodesic connecting O and P and s its arc length. Moreover, at the origin the metric tensor reduces to Minkowski metric η αβ and Christoffel symbols vanish. This set of coordinates is valid in the normal neighborhood N O of O in which the geodesics from the origin do not intersect and hence are well suited to the description of physical phenomena occurring at short wavelengths, where ultraviolet divergences emerge. In particular, by introducing a set of normal coordinates having origin at a generic point x ′ , then for any point x lying in the normal neighborhood N x ′ of x ′ the Feynman Green function G(x, x ′ ) of a scalar field of mass m propagating in an aribtrary curved geometry can be written by the means of Fourier transformation as [18] 
The Fourier transform is then showed to be expressible through the asymptotic expansionḠ
f 1 (R) being a function of the curvature. Furthermore, this approach turns out to be equivalent to the SchwingerDeWitt proper time representation, according to which the propagator G(x, x ′ ) reads as [19] G 10) where ∆(x, x ′ ) denotes the van Vleck determinant
σ(x, x ′ ) represents half the square of the geodesic distance between x and x ′ and F (x, x ′ ; is) is an amplitude function depending on curvature. Therefore, the above arguments demonstrate how the correspondence i∂ µ ∼ p µ can be still valid locally in curved spaces, provided we adopt the appropriate pattern. However, since the model developed by the authors of Ref. [13] makes use of a quantization programme developed in Minkowski background, the above considerations involving energy scales underlying the effective Lagrangian (1.6) can be considered to be still wellfounded.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II deals with classical time delay experienced by an electromagnetic signal in the gravitational field of an oblate rotating source of mass M having angular momentum J and quadrupole moment J 2 . By employing a quasi-Cartesian coordinate system within the standard isotropic post-Newtonian approximation the expression of the propagation time ∆t prop taken by the beam to follow a straight path is achieved. In Sec. III we perform the calculations underlying the quantum corrected version of the time delay. Such a computation has led us to propose a hybrid scheme where quantum modifications originally conceived for a point mass are applied to an extended source as well. Concluding remarks and open problems are reported in Sec. IV.
II. CLASSICAL TIME DELAY
In this section we analize the more realistic model where the delaying body having mass M is not represented simply by a static sphere, but instead by a spinning object whose shape deviates from the spherical one. Such a configuration can be caught by adopting the axially symmetric and stationary Kerr metric [6] , instead of the static (i.e., g 0i = 0, ∂ ∂t g µν = 0) spherically symmetric Schwarzschild geometry (1.1) and (1.2). Written in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (r, θ, φ) [24] , Kerr metric reads as
r s being the Schwarzschild radius and α a parameter related to the angular momentum J of the body, i.e.,
while the relation between Boyer-Lindquist coordinates and Cartesian ones (x, y, z) is given by
The metric (2.1) has two coordinate singularities represented by the conditions g 00 = 0 and g 11 = ∞. Unlike Schwarzschild metric, where these two limiting values are achieved simultaneously on the surface r = r s , for Kerr geometry there exist two different surfaces: g 00 vanishes when δ 2 = r r s , while g 11 diverges when ∆ = 0. The former circumstance implies a quadratic equation whose larger root is given by 5) whereas the latter leads to another quadratic equation having as its larger solution
It is clear from the above equations that the surface r = r hor is a sphere whereas r = r 0 represents an oblate figure of rotation containing this sphere and touching it at the poles (θ = 0, π). The sphere r = r hor represents a null hypersurface which does not extend to spatial infinity so that its sections t = constant are closed spatial surfaces. In other words, r = r hor represents an event horizon, analogous to Schwarzschild horizon in the spherically symmetric case, which is passed by causal geodesics in only one direction, i.e., toward the interior. The space between r = r 0 and the horizon is known as ergosphere and it possesses the nice feature according to which all particles and light rays inside it must be inevitably subjected to rotational motion. Moreover, all particles can emerge from the ergosphere and reach the external region and viceversa [24] . If we consider, like in Sec. I, a quasi-Cartesian coordinate system with the central body located at the origin and having angular momentum J along the z-axis, representing also its symmetry axis, then in the hypothesis in which the motion takes place in the z = 0 plane and by employing a standard isotropic post-Newtonian approximation, the line element in Kerr geometry reads as [5] ds
where up to first order in angular momentum and in harmonic gauge
r being the Euclidean distance in the reference plane and U the gravitational potential
where R represents the (equatorial) radius of the body and J 2 its quadrupole moment taking into account its oblateness. Moreover the non-diagonal part g 0i of the metric tensor (i.e., the gravitomagnetic potential) is a solution of the Poisson equation [7] 
where g 0i ≡ −4V i /c 3 , ρ represents the mass density of the stationary source whereas ρv its mass-current density. If we examine the propagation of an electromagnetic beam along the straight line x = b = constant, then Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) reduce to 0 ≃ g 00 c 2 dt 2 + g yy dy 2 + 2g 0y dy dt, (2.11) which, solved for dt, gives dt = − g 0y + g 2 0y − c 2 g 00 g yy c 2 g 00 dy.
(2.12)
By introducing the expansions 13) it is easy to write Eq. (2.12) in the form
At this stage, we can consider once again the situation in which the emitter is located at y = −y 1 , the receiver at y = y 2 (with y 1 and y 2 both positive quantities, y 1 ≫ b, y 2 ≫ b, y 1 ≃ y 2 ), and hence by integrating the above expression jointly with the results of Appendix A we easily obtain ∆t prop = y 2 + y 1 c + 4GM c 3 log
The first two terms appearing in Eq. (2.15) are the same as those occurring in Eq. (1.4): the new ingredients are represented by the last two factors. The third contribution in (2.15) is related to the oblateness of the central mass M , whereas the last term arises from its angular momentum J = Jẑ, the ± sign depending on chirality so that if the beam propagates in the same sense of rotation of the spinning body we will have the positive sign, contrarily the minus sign will come out. However, note that in the weak-field and slow-motion limit (i.e., J M cr ≪ 1 and GM c 2 r ≪ 1) the delay effect due to spin (gravitomagnetic delay) decouples from quadrupole moment time delay. At this stage we can consider a path linking Sun-Earth Lagrangian points L 1 and L 2 . This means that the role of the central delaying and deflecting body will be fulfilled by the Earth. By taking into account this configuration, it will be possible (at least in principle) to obtain a measurement of the Earth's quadrupole coefficient in a way independent of the usual space geodesy techniques based on the inter-satellite tracking and from the precise orbit determination of laser-ranged satellites in orbit at a relatively high altitude [5, 25] . The distance between Sun-Earth L 1 and L 2 is such that y 2 + y 1 ≃ 3 × 10 9 m, thus by assuming an impact parameter of the order of the Earth's radius, i.e., b ≃ 6. It is thus clear that the Earth quadrupole moment could be measured within this framework once a round trip travel for propagation time is chosen, since in this configuration the chiral contribution from the gravitomagnetic field cancels out, provided that the path of the beam always lies on the same side of the Earth. In fact, the knowledge of the oblateness of the Earth is particularly important in the analysis of its internal structure and mass distribution and the induced long-term variations. Phenomena like the melting from glaciers and ice sheets as well as mass changes in the oceans and in the atmosphere are responsible for variations in the rate of the global mass redistribution with a consequent time dependency in the quadrupole coefficient characterized by annual and interannual variations. This kind of measurement can be initiated by Earth, the delaying body, with all the advantages of an Earth based Laboratory equipped with the best time-measuring apparatus to perform the experiment [5] .
III. QUANTUM CORRECTED TIME DELAY
Having seen the classical time delay occurring in the field of a rotating mass, we are now ready to investigate how quantum theory, developed within the context in which general relativity is seen as an effective field theory, affects it.
As we know, the gravitational field surrounding a body is described by the spacetime metric g µν which solves Einstein equations. Quantum corrections to Kerr metric are developed through a pattern where g µν is derived from the energy momentum tensor T µν of the source whose dynamics is ruled by Einstein equations [22] . This framework is inspired by the hybrid scheme where quantum matter yields, in the low-energy regime, effects which dominate those arising from quantum gravity. By introducing the field expansion
the superscript referring to powers of the gravitational coupling G, it is possible to show that, to first order, T µν represents the energy-momentum tensor of a point particle. At the following order in the fields, T µν denotes the energy and momentum carried by the gravitational field h
(1) µν surrounding the point mass. These corrections to the lowest order result can be read off by employing a one-loop Feynman-diagram analysis. The masslessness of the graviton ensures the presence of nonanalytic/long-ranged quantum effects in the Kerr metric. It is brilliantly shown in Ref. [22] that the computation of the underlying one-loop Feynman diagrams leads to the neat result involving metric tensor components (again in the harmonic gauge and up to first order terms in the angular momentum J )
where r = (x, y, z).
From the above considerations it should be clear that quantum effects occurring in Eq. (3.2) arise from the corrections affecting the energy-momentum tensor of a point mass. Therefore, in order to deal with an extended source having quadrupole moment J 2 , we adopt the hybrid scheme according to which the quantum pattern (3.2) affects only the monopole term M occurring in the potential (2.9). In order to include such terms, we write the classical Kerr metric up to second order terms in U . Such terms will be written approximatively by using
i.e., we are neglecting quadratic terms in the quadrupole moment. Therefore, instead of the expressions (2.8), the underlying classical theory will be characterized by
Thus, the joint action of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) within the hybrid scheme mentioned before gives rise to the quantum corrected Kerr metric
At this stage, we are ready to perform the calculations leading to quantum time delay by employing the metric tensor components (3.5). Like in Sec. II, we adopt a configuration for which the light ray propagates in the z = 0 plane following the straight path x = b from the position y = −y 1 to y = y 2 (with y 1 , y 2 ≫ b, y 1 ≃ y 2 ). Furthermore, the spinning source is located at the origin of the quasi-Cartesian coordinate system chosen and its angular momentum points along the z-axis. Thus, the line element describing the null geodesic followed by the photons will be ds 2 = 0 ≃ g 00 c 2 dt 2 + g yy dy 2 + 2g 0y dy dt, (3.6) which gives for the line element dt dt = − g 0y + g 2 0y − c 2 g 00 g yy c 2 g 00 dy.
(3.7)
In order to evaluate the infinitesimal change in the time coordinate (3.7), we need to consider that Eq. (2.13) gets now replaced by the following expansions:
where Eq. (3.3) has been exploited and g 2 0y has been written as Bearing in mind the above relations, Eq. (3.7) reads as (3.11) and hence, once the integrals listed in Appendix A have been exploited, the time propagation of the signal from the emitter position to the receiver becomes
The first line of Eq. (3.12) coincides with the result of Eq. (2.15). The second line contains new contributions: the first two factors are purely classical and represent corrections beyond the second post-Newtonian order, whereas the last term embodies the first-order quantum corrections. By considering a beam moving in the gravitational field produced by the Earth along the path linking the Lagrangian points L 1 and L 2 , the quantum term occurring in (3.12) gives
Therefore, this correction is so tiny that it cannot be tested, in complete accordance with the "observational spirit" of quantum gravity. However, as has been shown in Refs. [10, 11, 14, 15] , in the low-energy regime the quantum theory of gravitation gives some effects regarding the position of the Earth-Moon Lagrangian points which could have the opportunity to be measured in the next future.
As we have pointed out before, in our model photons are made to follow a straight path and hence all contributions to time delay coming from the bending of light are completely neglected. However the difference ∆t between the lapse of coordinate time t s.t. taken by a beam following a straight trajectory and a beam travelling on the real slightly curved route t c.t. amounts to be [3] 
Therefore, as we said before, the phenomenon of path deflection gives contributions to time delay of order Ø(G 2 M 2 /c 6 ), making them comparable or even stronger than corrections appearing in (3.12) . In other words, at the order displayed in Eq. (3.12) effects coming from the bending of light become quite considerable and hence they deserve to be mentioned.
The deflection angle for a light beam evolving in Kerr geometry is given by [4] 15) where the first term is the same as in Schwarzschild spacetime, the second one is due to the oblateness of the body of mass M , whereas the last one is related to angular momentum and hence it represents a gravitomagnetic effect. From Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) we obtain (in the gravitational field of the Earth, ∆t
prop being given by Eq. (3.12)) 16) showing how contributions coming from light bending are far more significant than the first order quantum corrections (3.13).
It is interesting to note that quantum corrections do not change if we move to Schwarzschild geometry, i.e., the static case. Indeed, the quantum corrected Schwarzschild metric can be easily derived from Eq. (3.5) by requiring that the spin-independent terms for a gravity-scalar and a gravity-fermion theory should be the same [22] . Therefore, setting aside the oblateness of the source mass, the hybrid scheme described before yields readily
0i = 0.
(3.17)
Since the off-diagonal terms, proportional to J, enter the previous calculations only classically via Eq. (3.10), we can easily conclude that the quantum corrected time delay within Schwarzschild geometry can be obtained from Eq. 
The first line of (3.18) is the same as Eq. (1.4), where we did not consider oblateness. However, in the static case the calculation of the travel time can be simplified by invoking the relativistic version of Fermat principle, stating that all null curves between two points in space of extremal coordinate time interval ∆t represent null geodesics of spacetime [3] . Despite that, it is obvious that all the arguments regarding deflected-path-effects leading to Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) are still valid also in the static framework.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
The development of a research programme in which we seek observable low-energy quantum gravity effects within solar system represents the origin of this paper. This dates back to Refs. [10-12, 14, 15] where some of us have proposed a model where quantum corrections to the position of the Earth-Moon Lagrangian points can be worked out. The possibility of measuring the predicted results represents a crucial step in our understanding of quantum phenomena affecting the gravitational field in the low-energy limit, since it could shed light on the eventual correctness of effective field theories approach. Indeed, such a pattern has been expansively employed in theoretical physics (as for example chiral perturbation theories witness), but so far an experimental confirmation has never been achieved.
"LAGRANGE" proposal fits sharply within such a scheme. Indeed, the configuration, rigidly rotating with the Earth, defined by the five Lagrangian points of the Sun-Earth system gives the opportunity to test fundamental physics effects at the scale of inner solar system. This property has already been exploited many times for space missions, such as WMAP, the Herschel space observatory, Planck (all concluded) and now Gaia, in L 2 ; the Deep Space Climate Observatory, the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) and LISA Pathfinder, in L 1 . The list is not exhaustive and many more missions are planned, directed again to L 1 or L 2 .
Therefore, in Sec. II we have performed a detailed calculation of the time delay experienced by an electromagnetic signal travelling along the straight path linking the Sun-Earth Lagrangian points L 1 and L 2 by exploiting the insights developed in Ref. [5] . In fact, this purely classic model represents the starting point towards the direct estimation of the Earth's quadrupole coefficient. This kind of measurement can be initiated by Earth, the delaying body, with all the advantages of an Earth-based Laboratory equipped with the best time-measuring apparatus to perform the experiment. In particular, optical clocks and lattice clocks based on Sr-atoms have reached outstanding fractional frequency instabilities down at a level of about 2 × 10 −16 / √ T or less, T being the integration time [26] . Section III is devoted to the evaluation of the quantum corrected version of the time delay presented in Sec. II. We exploit a pattern where quantum gravity is completely treated as an effective field theory. This model allows a natural separation of the (known) low-energy quantum effects from the (unknown) high-energy contributions. These leading corrections represent the first quantum modifications occurring in the gravitational field provided by a scheme where calculations are organised as an expansion in powers of the energy or inverse factors of the distance. Since they are independent of the eventual high-energy theory of gravity (they depend only on the massless degrees of freedom and their low energy couplings), these modifications are true predictions of quantum general relativity. Within this framework, gravity is a well behaved quantum field theory at ordinary energies and hence renormalizability issues can be overcome in such a way that (hopefully testable) quantum effects can be derived. Therefore, our first step towards the characterization of the quantum time delay consisted in the search of the most suitable spacetime geometry where our calculations could be performed. In fact, in Ref. [22] a quantum corrected version of (Schwarzschild and) Kerr metric is brilliantly derived through a rather involved Feynman-diagram-analysis. However, such a computation relies on quantum modifications occurring in the energy momentum tensor of a point particle, meanwhile our model takes into account both finite dimensions and deviations from the spheric shape of the source. Therefore, we have proposed a hybrid scheme where quantum fluctuations affect only the first term of the multipole expansion underlying the Newtonian potential (2.9), i.e., the monopole contribution M . This procedure ends up in the definition of the quantum corrected metrics (3.5) and (3.17). They represent an original "extended-source"-version of the original metrics of Ref. [22] (cf. Eq. (3.2) ) which, to the best of our knowledge, has never been studied before in the literature. In this way, we have proved that both for Kerr and Schwarzschild geometries the leading quantum modification to classical time delay occurring in the gravitational field of the Earth on the L 1 − L 2 path reads as (see Eqs. (3.12), (3.13), and Unfortunately this deviation from the underlying classical theory has no chance to be tested, unlike, for example, the effects some of us predicted in Refs. [10, 11, 14, 15] , where it is shown that Earth-Moon Lagrangian points are expected to undergo a displacement of the order of few millimetres from their classical position. Furthermore, we have proved that the result reported in Eq. (4.1) is completely hidden by those contributions to time delay generated by the bending of light, which have been neglected in our model. Nevertheless, we believe that our calculation can be of some interest because it shows how the path towards the possibility to test low-energy quantum gravity within solar system turns out to be highly demanding. Moreover, the framework described in this paper belongs to a wide class of quantum effects predicted in the literature which, despite having extremely tiny possibilities to be measured in the next future, reveals important insights into the as yet unkown quantum theory of gravitation. As an example, recently the authors of Ref. [27] have computed quantum gravitational corrections terms to the cosmic microwave background radiation anisotropy spectrum as they are found from a Born-Oppenheimer type of approximation from the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and they showed that these fluctuations are too small to be observed.
In conclusion, the extreme smallness of the result (4.1) unveils that it remains an interesting open issue to look for some quantum phenomenon which can allow us to test low-energy quantum gravity within a quantization programme where the starting point is represented by effective-field-theory models of gravity. 
where the following relation has been exploited in Eqs. (A2), (A4), and (A5):
arctan x + arctan (1/x) = π/2, ∀ x > 0.
